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High growth of infrastructural development owing to upcoming World Expo 2020 coupled with increasing security & IT spending is forecast to drive the market for access control system in UAE. Access control systems are primarily deployed in applications such as government & transportation, retail, commercial offices, hospitals, and hospitality sector.

According to this report, UAE's Access Control market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 8.8% during 2015-21. In UAE's access control market, card based access control systems have captured majority of the market share in 2014 and would lead through the forecast period; followed by biometrics and other access control system.

Amongst all the applications, commercial office vertical has generated largest revenue share of the market pie in the country and would maintain its market leadership throughout the forecast period as well.

"UAE's Access Control Market (2015-2021)" provides in-depth analysis with 67 figures and 23 tables covered in 148 pages. The report thoroughly covers the access control market by types, applications, and regions. The report provides unbiased and detailed analysis of the on-going trends, opportunities/ high growth areas, market drivers, which would help the stakeholders to decide and align their market strategies according to the current and future market dynamics.
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